Blurb - Legendary soul man gets rediscovered and almost scattered, smothered and covered on this CD.

Sam Moore - Overnight Sensational
Rhino Records
        Though you might not know his name, I do believe you probably know Sam's game: the wonderful soul music he made in the '60's with Dave Prater in the duo Sam and Dave when the mighty Stax Records was at its' peak. Their hits "Soul Man", "I Thank You", and "Hold On, I'm Comin' " (all written for the most part by a young Issac Hayes in tandem with David Porter) cemented them as top soul stars and they held their standing until Stax was forced to split from Atlantic Records. After that, it was down to one-nighters and re-cutting their famous sides for a variety of labels like Gusto out of Tennessee. Since splitting with Dave in the '80's and Dave's subsequent death by car accident, Moore has been languishing in the background, his version of soul now seemingly obsolete and his solo identity unestablished with the public. This album of new material seeks to revive Moore's career by going the guest-star route. While the music itself is only middling-to-fair, that someone finally remembered Moore is notable in and of itself. 
         It wasn't always this way. As noted above, at one time Sam and Dave were the biggest soul act going. The two had met at a gig in the early '60's when both were struggling solo singers and teamed up after Moore helped Prater get through a tenous version of a popular Jackie Wilson hit. After making some recordings for another label, famed producer Jerry Wexler scooped them up for Atlantic and sent them to Stax to get an authentic Southern soul feel to their music and that's when the hits started coming. Ironically, their neatly meshed harmonies belied a deep mutual hatred and one of the big musical secrets of the time was that Moore and Prater refused to be in one another's company except on stage. After their hitmaking days were over, they frequently gritted their teeth and reluctantly toured together as each had hit solo dead ends, each recording solo albums through the years left unreleased by their prospective labels due to internal politics and bad luck. Eventually, the two split for good in the early '80's. Since then Moore has recorded only sporadically until this session.
        While I see the positive aspect of doing an album like this to revive an obscure artist's career, I do not understand the point of continuing to team him up with other artists. Sure, he was best known (and earned his hits) as part of a duo, but that was over thirty-five years ago at the point this album was being recorded. I don't see why they couldn't just hand Moore a bunch of great songs and let him rip. By having Moore sing with guest stars they keep him in the duo bag and undermine what they are trying to do: establish him as a solo star. This album does not get him any closer to his goal. By saddling him with songs originally recorded by artists such as Conway Twitty and Milli Vanilli and putting him in the studio with guest stars like Wynonna Judd, Paul Rodgers, Zucchero, and Fantasia Barrino they do nothing but keep him down. It is to Moore's credit that this potential career shattering fiasco sounds as good as it does. That we get to hear his wonderful voice at all tempers the damage the producer (Randy Jackson from American Idol - see what I mean?) is able to do to him. Despite the poor song choice and the plain old weird picks for guest stars, Moore acquits himself well and shows he can still sing the hell out of a song, even a bad one.
        This album will appeal to anyone interested in both vintage and modern R&B sounds. While I wish they would have just let Moore be Moore and just given him great songs to sing alone, I respect the efforts in reviving his career. Hopefully Moore
will one day soon be given an opportunity to sing his soul out alone and establish his own identity in the public conciousness. Sadly, I fear his advanced age may play an influential part in this event, either by attacking his surprisingly still-glorius voice or his mortality itself. But, let me assure you, by no means is this album bad. It has some worthwhile moments. It's just to me, a very cool opportunity to re-invent Moore has been lost all for an attempt to garner some cheap sales to fans of the guest artists. Still, check this out. Fans 

